
What’s the best concert you’ve ever seen?
Lauryn Hill. She’s so iconic. I love her so much. She opened the door for 
a lot of us. She’s an amazing rap artist, a hip hop legend.  

What’s the best concert you’ve ever performed?
We’ve been touring for over a year and a half now so it’s hard to choose, 
but recently in Brazil for the last day of the Carnival was amazing, so 
much energy and love. WOMAD was also amazing.

What music do you listen to for a pick-me-up?
I’ve been listening to a lot of Gorillaz recently on the plane.

How do you chill out?
I do a lot of yoga on the beach and at home. It’s a great way to relax.

Who, living or dead, would 
you take on a tropical island 
for a week?

I’ll take my boyfriend, Marco! 
He’s so fun to be around and we 
also work together.

What’s the best 
compliment you’ve ever 

received?
When someone says that I inspired 
them to go and get what they 
dreamed about. 

The secret to happiness is…?
Doing whatever you want. Just listen 

to your heart and be what you 
want to be, do what you want 

to do, what make you happy. 
You don’t need to follow any 
standards. You just have to be 

you and that’s enough.

What would you like 
people to remember 
about you? 

That I was a cool person 
[laughs]. I’m just passing 

by doing my thing, just 
trying to bring a 

little moment 
of fun and 

hope. 
Interview by  

Ruby Boukabou 

The Malian singer, actress and women’s rights 
activist is touring with her album Motel Bamako

Inna Modja
As election season heats  
up in Kenya, the newly formed 
Nasa coalition named veteran 
oppositionist Raila Odinga as 
its candidate for the top job
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Bruno Mwas
@MwasMosaic

Unveiling the #NASAFlagbearer

Asiko Ondigo
@e9cf15ed9e77405

A Raila-Kalonzo NASA ticket  
is like a RE-CONDITIONED  
Car. Looks GOOD and smells  
NEW; but Runs like an  
OLD JALOPY Matatu. 
#NASAFlagbearerr

Shades_254
@two_shades_down

So baba will never get tired  
of losing    #NASAFlagbearer

AllI HUSSEIN
@mwalimu001

Last kicks of dying horse  
#NASAFlagbearer

Research Consultant
@Rube_Mfalme

I baptize u in the name of new 
Alliance, Ye shall be now known  
as Nasarite instead of CORDEshian. 
Spread the Gospel to all 
#NASAFlagbearer

THE SEASON
@castrofy26

RAILA cannot win.  
The exciting feeling you’re 
experiencing is what all ARSENAL 
fans feel in October  

   #NASAFlagbearer

 TWITTER TRENDS 
#NASAFlagbearer
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